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Foreword

Thinking Through Mathematics is one of a new series of publications
initiated by the College Board's Educational EQuality Projecta ten-year
effort to improve the quality of secondary education and to ensure equal
access to college f:,r all students. The books in this series will address
what .many oLse:vers are beginning to recognize as the central problem in
significant educational change: the work of teaching all students. not a
few. how to become competent thinkers (Resnick and Klopfer 1989). This
work, if successful, will bring into existence a new conception of the place
of thinking in the high school curriculum. Rather than being treated as a
special. separate. and final skill. thinking will become the substance of the
most basic classroom activities for all students in all subject areas. This
series is designed to convey through discussion and example how many
teachers are already making this new conception a reality in their class-
roomshow, that is. they make even ordinary moments occasions of'
thought for their students.

Thinking Through Mathematics focuses on how mathematics teaching
and learning can be improved by developing more powerful approaches to
connecting thinking and mathematics. In so doing. it explains changing
perspectives on what it means to learn and do mathematics. and explores
how these perspectives can be incorporated into the teaching of secondary
school mathematics. Other books in the series will address thinking in
history, science, the arts. English, and foreign language. Each will explore
how immersion in knowledge is rNuired for thinking. All ot the books.
however, draw on both recent cognitive research and actual instances of
classroom practice to convey how thinking should not be an activity that
comes late in the curriculum after the acquisition of content. but rather is
integral to successful learning in even the most commonplace and basic
classroom situations. With deliberate purpose. Thinking Through Mathe-
matics and the other books in this series constitute a response to what
Lauren Resnick has described as the urgent need 'to take seriously the
aspiration of making thinking . . . a regular part of a school program for
all the population, even minorities, even non-English speakers. even the
poor- (Resni('k 1987).

Robert Orrin
Office of .Academic .Nffairs
The C(dlcgc
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Preface

We hope this small book will stimulate discussion among teachers about
the implications of sonie changing perspectives on what it means to learn
and do mathematics. and how those perspectives can be incorporated into
the teaching of secondary school mathematics. In Chapter 1, we offer a
view of' mathematics as emerging largely from individual and social activity
rather than only from textbooks, worksheets, and tradition. We also picture
the learner of mathematics as someone who actively constructs meaning
rather than passively receives 't. In Chapter 2. we consider how a greater
emphasis on communication i a the mathematics classroom yields divi-
dends. Discussion and debate. recording, and writing stimulate and un-
cover students' learning and thinking and lead to deeper understanding by
both teachers and students. Next, we explore how teachers might encour-
age greater inquiry and communication in a secondary school class by
making minor. but thought-provoking, changes in ordinary problems and
situations. Finally, we give some practical advice on getting started in the
risky. but rewarding. business of transforming the mathematics classroom
into a place where students are expected not only to absorb and consume
mathematics but also to produce and think about it.

A central theme in this book is that mathematics teaching and learning
will be improved if we can find more powerful approaches to connecting
thinking d mathematics. Students can learn thinking through mathe-
matics wheo they see the mathematics classroom as a place ha which there
is an open invitation to be thoughtful. and when they understand that
mathematics is connected to a rich variety of interesting situations and
problems. Toward that end, we have provided examples as a way of stim-
ulating teachers, working in groups or individually, to find, construct, and
invent their own activities and problem situations. Interesting problems
and mathematically promising situations are all around us: once we become
sensitive to finding them. become active in looking for them. and begin
c(dlecting them s ystematicall y.

We expect that some of our example problems will be familiar to many
teachers. but that others will be new. In our discussion of the examples.
we have tried to illustrate that interesting classroom opportunities for
mathematical thinking can be constructed not only from the consideration
of novel situations drawn from newspaper stories or everyday experience
hut also f'rom the use or adaptation of well-known problems or tasks taken
directly from textbooks.

If we are to involve our students and ourselves in a process of mathe-
matical inquiry and imesligation like tht' DM' ollthin'd here, we will all
need suggestions. encouragement. and support. We hope that the infor-
mation contained lucre will provide the impetus for many of us to begin

I\



and sustain the journey. We also hope that those who find some measure
of success will share their experiences w ith others in the mathematics
education community. Our community will grow and thrive to the extent
that we can nurture not only our stuoents mathematical thinking but also
our own professional growth and that of our colleagues.

Making mathematics come to life through the clnsideration of interesting
problems requires no special talent, and it is not a gift restricted to a few
expert pedagogues. Teachers may find it useful to collaborate with col-
leagues in developing collections of problems and situations that have
worked %%ell for them. but ultimately each teacher has to find the ones that
fit w ith his or her own vision of mathematics. teaching style, and instruc-
tional goals. We hope the examples in this book will provide a starting
point for a teacher's reflection on teaching mathematicsa personal op-
portunity for thinking through mathematics.
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1. Rethinking Mathematics Teaching

Each year New York City loses thousands of trees in its parks and along
its streets to contractors who rip out trees to clear the tew. and to vandals
who chop down trees for kicks. Tlw l'arks Departnwnt is responsible for
ensuring that the trees are restore(l hy those who remove or destro them.
At one tinw. the department used a simple formula to detertnine how trees
were to be replaceda tree for a tree. Thai is. a tree that was. say. 12
inches in diameter could be replaced by a single tree of any diameter.
Later. a second forniula was usedan inch for an inch. A 12-inch tree was
to be replaced by four 3-im:h trees. 01- three 1.-inch trees. or any other
combination as long as the combined dianwters were 12 inches. Today. a
third fOrmula is in usea square inch for a square inch. That is. the
combined arca of the replacement tree trunks. as nwasured in a cross-
section. must equal the area Of the original tree trunk.

N1rs. alsh. a mathematics teacher. read about these formulas in a
11PIA,puper article. She decided that the situation of tree replacement in
NO 1\ York (.11\ collld scr\c as the basis for sonic class work on hinctions.
She wanted a topic from real life that students w imld understand and in
which the\ could e \Hoye mathematical ideas. She wattled her students to
realize that doing mathematics was a common acti\ and she wanted

i i
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them to view themselves as capable of making sense of new problem
situations in the world around them. She describes her experience:

I had been reading a lot of articles about the importance of developing
thinking skills in mathematics. I wanted to find some problems that
were different from the textbook. Other teachers had told me that Ow

daily newspaper was a good source of realistic situations. I decided
to ask the.students in my algebra class to make up their own problems
from situations in the paper. I thought that was better than giving
them problems I had made up. I told them about the three tree-
replacement functions that had been used in New York. We agreed
to simplify the situation by first considering the replacement of just
one 12-ineh tree. The students started out working in groups on the
problem of graphing the number of replacement trees as a function
of the diameter of the trees used as replacementsassuming all had
the same diameter. I asked each group to look only at replacement
diameters between 0 and 12 inches and to construct the graph for
each of the three rules. I also asked them to write a function rule for
each set of points.

Mrs. Walsh used the graphing activity as a way of getting into the
situation because the process of plotting points requires students to con-
sider how the function behaves and can provide a visual and conceptual
basis for an eventual algebraic formulation. The students could see the
functional relationship corresponding to each rule. If students are going to
make up their own problems to solve, they need some context out of which
the problems can arise. The tree-replacement context is rich in mathe-
matical relationships. but students need time to see and explore. Once
they understand better what is going on. they are in a position to think
about problems.

By asking her students to work in groups. Mrs. Walsh enabled them tu
divide up the graphing taskschoosing values, calculating coordinates.
and plotting pointsthus making more time available for thinking about
the relationships. They could also monitor each other's understanding.

Some of the groups connected the points that they pl(ttted to create
a snmoth graph, hut others left the points mmynnected Isee Figures
1-1 and 1-2 below). We got into a very interesting discussion. actually
a heated debate, about whether or not the points should be connected.
Although the students didn't use these terms, the argument centered
on the fact that the number of replacement trees was a discrete
variable while the number of inches in the diameters was a cunt intim),
variable. Students who wanted to connect the points agreed that the
number of replacement trees had to be a whole number. but they also
knew the diameters did not have to be whole numbers. In the end.
we all agreed that the points should not he connected because one ut
the variables was not contimmus. That was one of the most interesting
discussions about graphing that I've ever had with a cla,s.

lIII\kI\(. rIlItOt (.11 Y1 VrItt..\1111(



Several groups needed some help writing the second and third func-
tion rules algebraically. They could say in words what was needed,
but they couldn't write it until we introduced the notation that x would
lw the diameter of the replacement trees and n would be the number
of trees. That helped. and most were able to get n = 121x for the
,ccond. A few got n = 1441x2 for the third. When I told them that
they had been dealing with hyperbolas and other complicated func-
tions. they were impressed!

Later, I asked the students to work together in the same groups to
make up two problems about replacement trees. One problem was to
be like the word problems in their textbook. I didn't give them any
examples because I didn't want them to copy what 1 said: besides,
they all know what those problems look like. But 1 asked that the
weond problem be more challenging and unusual. I suggested that
they use their graphs to give them ideas. I told them that once their
problems were written, the groups would exchange and try to solve
each others' problems.

_.., _1 _1 1 , 1
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Figure I-I. Smooth Graph of Tree-Iteplaeement Problem.
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Figure 1-2. "Unconnected" Graph of Tree-Replaeement
Problem.

The teacher asked students to work in grunps because she was cun-
ceriwd that although making up a textb(ook-like problem NNMIld be easy.
making up a challenging and nonroutine problem might be rather difficult
fur students unless they had (others to help them. The teacher wanted
students too write two, kinds of problems. partly because she wanted them
to be successful (on at lecst part of the task. lout also, because slw wanted
them tu understand s(mi:thing of the difference between the two types of
problems. She had been emphasizing techniques uf pruldem sulving. and
she thunght that by having the students construct their own prublems she
could help them impruve their understanding of what a prublem is. and
what can make it difficult or easy.

I hound that while the students had wurked quietly and diligently on
the graphing part. they got very nuisy when it came tu writing prob-
lems. There were many disagreements abunt what a guod prublem
w(ould he. I had tu keep frffill grulip to get them to
liWer their vuices. Finally. I had to tell them that we would stop unr
group work for the time being and cume back tu this prublem writing

I (,11 \nil \rl(



another day. That did it. because they really did enjov the activity.
They just couldn't do it calmly enough.

I,ater that week. \ye got back into the same groups and began
working again un our problemsthis time. more successfully and
quietly. Some students had been thinking about the graphs and what
they meant. None of the groups bad any real trouble writing a textbook
word problem. Almost everyone came up with "I-low many more 3-
inch trees than 1-inch trees are needed to replace a 12-inch tree under
the square-inch ruler

Rut they were very inventke with the nonroutine problems. One
group made up a story about a new Parks Superintendent who en-
forced a cubic-inch-for-a-cubic-inch rule. They wanted to know what
difference that would make. compared to the square-inch rule. if a

tree's height increased by a foot every time its diameter increased by
an inchnot a very reahstie assumption. but one that led to an
interesting investigation. Another group asked how the increase from
the first to the second formula compared with the increase from the
second to the third formula. Tlw other students had a lot of trImble
solving that one algebraically. although they could see it geometrically.
Some groups wrote problems that I myself couldn't see bow to work.
and some of their problems didn't seem to have any plod solution.
Hut the students Obviously enjoyed inventing difficult problem ,. and
trying to work each others problems. In the process. the.. may [lase
learned something about what makes a goold problenl. If nothing else.
they learned that challenging problems are not easy h srite.

The students in Mrs. '11 alshs class have learned something about, him.-
tions in a realistic ((onte\t tile Parks Department wanted to increase the
amount of wood replaced IA hen a tree is destroyed. Each functional rela-
tionship the department came Up ss ith was more complicated than the
preceding one. but yielded a higher return. students saw this graphi-
cally. and they used their knowledge of algebra to express eacli relation-
ship. They saw how algebra could he applied to explore and understand a

complex. practical situation.

The Changing View of Mathematics Education:
Beyond Bits and Hierarchies

Mrs. 11 alsh's efforts to make algebra come alive for her students reflect
changing Siews. about %%hat it means h) learn and do nutthematics. For
years. teachers haSe complained that students iire Imred b high school
mathematics. By die time -ithient- gradliale. tile\ has). furgutlen

tht's 1serr ,11pp(),I'd to learn. and the\ proclaim. often ss iii a hint of
misplaced pride. -1 nes er aw, good at mathematics.- The mathematics
the\ sit\ the\ were no good at was. hy and large. Hie mathematics of
routine computation and manipulation (usual! \ 56111 14inab proof

Itt \lilt \I \II( -.11.
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Notes
thrown inL Mathematics was little more than a collection of recipes that
students were expected to memorize and practice.

Courses for teachers used to stress how important it is to break the
teaching of a subject like mathematics into discrete pieces organized in a
logical hierarchy, like the bricks in the walls of a building. The student
begins at the bottom, with the simplest possible tasks, and works his or
her way up the wallthe complex task having as prerequisites all the
simpler tasks below it. Unfortunately, this metaphor for organizing instruc-
tion has two flaws: it ignores how people learn, and it distorts what they
are learning.

The brick-wall metaphor is a helpful way of showing how a complex
task can be broken down into simpler ones, and it can also help us to
analyze apparently simple tasks to see how complex they really are. It
reminds us about how the various things students are asked to do should
fit together into some coherent whole. But many decades of research on
human learning of complex subjects suggests that people do not always
learn things bit by bit from the ground up (Resnick. 1987). They often jump
into any situation with some knowledge. however rudimentary or inac-
curate. and, even before they have mastered specific techniques. they
begin fitting their knowledge into a larger picture. Students bring their own
interpretations of tasks and concepts to the instructional process. Forcing
them to master all the so-called prerequisites in a hierarchy before moving
on dooms many of them to trivialized, repetitious instruction and keeps
them from seeing where they are headed. They cannot see the building for
the bricks.

More important, the metaphor assumes that everything worth consid-
ering about mathematics as a school subject can be put into hierarchically
organized collections of "bits.- But mathematics is more than sets of
procedures to be mastered or rules to be memorized. It includes, among
other things. the investigation of patterns, the formulation of hunches about
what generalization might fit a pattern, the communication of arguments
for or against various conjectures, and the understanding of fundamental
concepts well enough to judge when to use a particular skill. It is as much
about processes like problem solving. problem posing, conjecturing, jus-
tifying. and convincing as it is about the discrete bits that fit neatly into
knowledge hierarchies (Nati,mal (:ouncil of Teachers of Mathematics.
1989a). Tlw logical structure implicit in much of mathematical knowledge
has seduced us into believing that the hierarchical. simple-to-complex
ordering that can be imposed on mathematics is synonymous with mathe-
matics itself. When we stop to analyze what doing mathematics is really
like, we see that the metaphor of bits or bricks does not fit.

Constructing Understanding
Mathematic, teacher, are realizing that learning is imt recek ing and re-
membering a transmitted message. Instead. "educational research offers
compelling evidence that students learn mathematics well only when they

6 l'111\11\(. 1'111(01(.11 NI V1111.\1 \ 11(
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construct their own mathematical understanding- (Mathematical Sciences
Education Board. 1989. p. 58). This view is not new, but it is becoming
more useful to teachers as its implications are being developed by re-
searchers in cognitive psychology and mathematics education.

Constructing mathematics involves more than acquiring new c.oncepts.
It also involves re-constructing prior knowledge. Kieran's (1981) work on
the difficulty students have in first learning to solve linear equations gives
an example of how students poor conceptions influence their acquisition
of new mathematical knowledge and may require some instructional mod-
ifications. She found that. probably as a direct result of their extensive
arithmetic experience, students beginning the study of alf .a tend to
think of the equal sign as a "do-something- signal. That is. one writes the
equal sign to signal that it is time 'to perform some calculation indicated
to the left of the equal sign. after which one writes the "answer--the
result of the calculation just performedto the right of the sign. Students
understand, more or less, what an equation like 3x + 5 = 17 means
because there is a single term on the rightthe result of doing something.
But. correspondingly. they have difficulty solving an equation like 3.v + 5
= x + 17. It seems unfinished, since the right side still has an addition
to be performed. Kieran developed a sequence of activities that help stu-
dents reorganize their understanding so that they could see the equal sign
as a relational symbol, rather than as a signal to do something. She argued
that teachers need to take seriimsly the conceptions that students bring to
the algebra class from their experience in arithmetic. even when those
conceptions are partial or limited.

NN, hen learning is seen as kmiwledge construction and reorganization.
teachers can consider the special ways each student learns, and they can
begin to view instruction not as the piling up of little bricks of knowledge
but as an effort to help students make sense out of their world. Students
are not blotters. absorbing experience in the shape presented to them. but
active minds making meaning out of experience by c((nstantiv reconstruct-
ing and reorganizing their kmiwledge.

The Social Side of Mathematics
Knowledgeincluding mathematical knowledgeis now being seen as so-
cially constructed. \Ve mathematics teachers have commonly believed that.
unlike teachers of English or social studies, we did not have to worry about
promoting social interaction in our cla:-sroom. Oil. yes, we understood that
mathematics is a language. but we tended not to see it as a language that
needed to be developed by students actively communicating with one
another and with us. Nlathematics. we argued. was a language that (me
could learn alone.

Today. research and experience have taught us that mathematics is
learned through a process of' communication. Students need opportunities
not just to listen. but to speak mathematics themselvesto discuss what
they have observed. why procedures appear to work, or why they think

lit 1111 \ NA. NI VIIII..V1 VII( s I Vi 111\(.
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Notes
their solution correct. Students read hundreds bl mathematical exercises
in their textbooks; they also need opportunities to read about mathematics
and to write about the mathematical ideas they have..

The history of mathematics teaches us that communication and social
interaction have played fundamental roles in the development of mathe-
matical ideas. But students come awa from high scholl mathematics
unaware that mathematics has been constructed over time by a community
of people with evolving ideas as to what is important and what should
count as mathematics. Most students view mathematics as outside history.
It emerged fully formed from Euclid's brow and has remained fixed ever
since. The idea that mathematics is culturally determined. that it reflects
currently held values, that it is beset with controversies about fundamentals
and priorities is seldom considered in school. Yet there is growing evidence
(e.g.. Bishop. 1988) that attention to the social dimension of mathematics
can enrich both the teaching and the learning of the subject. Student:-
learn that there are contexts for the abstractions of' school mathentatics.
and that there is a humanistic side to a subject that has seemed so devoid
of humanity.

Mathematics is not the only thing students learn front the social world
of the mathematics classroom. They also learn ways of behaving. They
learn what it is that their society thinks is important for them to know.
Thev learn what values their peers and their teacher place on mathematical
ability, on verbal facility. on competition. On cooperation. on hard work.
and on getting by. They learn whether to try. or to appear to try, or to
ignore the teacher altogether. Classrooms are communities NN here people
agree to behase in certain V. ayt, and w here they carry on an extended
dialogue e en w hen only a few are talking.

is like a conversation that is periodicall inter-
rupted. hut that is gradually shaped by the participants into something
they mutually share. Many teachers today believe that their mathematics
courses will be more successful if they are organized so that students pla
a more active rule. if the le\ el bf thinking is higher, and if the mathematics
studied is more clearly connected to a sensible conte

An Emerging View of Mathematical Thinking

stmlents are to develop the power to use mathematic's product') \ el\ once
they leave school. they need opportunities to use it product kely hile the
are there. Nbffe attention needs to lie focused on the thinking that students
are doing about the mathematic's the, are learning. llow arc students
enc(iuntering mathematics? !low arc thc using it to sob e proldenN? To
reason? To communicate?

To understand w hat they learn. Istudentsl must elutet fur themselves
\ cubs that !wino:ate the mathematics curriculum: -c \amine.- -rep-
resent.- -transfolm.- -solve.- -apply: -prm
Thi!" hallPerP, Inu,t -41111(111s IA (Irk in 12,n)up:-.. engage in
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discussion. make presentations, and in other ways take charge of
their Own learning- (Mathematical Sciences Education Board. 1989.
pp. 58-59).

Applying Mathematics

Most of us were taught that the most elegant mathematical thinking was
'pure--the power of sheer deduction and proof. This. too, is changing.

Because mathematics is a foundation discipline for other disciplines
and grows in direct proportion to its utility, we believe that the cur-
riculum for all students must provide opportunities to develop an
understanding of' mathematical models, structures, and simulations
applicable to many disciplines (National Council of Teachers of Math-
ematics. 1989a. p. 7).

Mathematics is a far different subject than it was when any of us were
in school. primarily because of changes wrought by the computer.

In recent years. computers have amplified the impact of applications:
together. computers and applications have swept like a cyclone across
the terrain of mathematics. Forces unleashed hy the interaction of
these intellectual storms have changed forever--an(l for the better
the morphology of mathematics. (Steen. 1988. p. 611).

Little of this change has been reflected in the school matlwmatics cur-
riculum. Mathematics has become "the invisible culture of' our age- (Math-
ematical Scien('es Education Board. 1989. p. 32). and yet much of that
culturethe knowledge people need to understand issues of public policy.
the confidence they need to use mathematics imaginatively as a tool, the
appreciation they might have for the recreational and aesthetic aspects of
mathematicsis missing in schools today. Applications of mathematics arc
often neglected by teachers because they are not familiar with how the
mathematics they are teaching might be applied, or because they do not
want to spend valuable class time on activities seen as "outside mathe-
matics.- Students who develop mathematical models of practical situa-
tions. however, gain valuable experience in putting mathematics to use.

Applications typically begin with an ill-defined situation outside math-
ematicsin economics. physic's. engineering. biology. or almost any
field of human activity. The job is to understand this situation as well
as possible. The procedure is to make a mathematical model which
we hope w ill shed some light on the situation we are trying to under-
stand. Thus. the heart of applied mathematics is the injunction "Here
is a situation: think about it- (Pollak. 1970. I). 3281.

Stu)lent., come to sec the relevance of the mathematics they an, learning.
and when they do. it can be a powerful force in motivating the further
stink of mathematics.
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Many mathematics teachers. like Mrs. Walsh. develop, collect, and

cultivate a set of practical situations in which any of several previously
learned concepts and techniques might be applied. Such strategies erode
the "phoniness'' of students being presented with an application problem
right after studying the mathematics they are expected to use in identifying.
modeling, and solving it.

To return to the opening example. teachers need not have just completed
a unit on functions in order to help students apply mathematics to the
situation of tree replacement in New York City. They could begin by
presenting the original formulaa tree for a treeand ask the students to
come up with other formulas and consider what their effects might be.
Alternative formulas could be graphed and discussed. If a quadratic for-
mula relating number and diameter were proposed and the students had
not studied quadratic equations. some sort of graph could still be plotted.
Further investigation of the formula could always be postponed. But the
goal of formulating the problem. identifying the important and unimportant
variableS. developing a mathematical model, and using the model to make
inferences relevant to solving the problem would still have been met.

The Power of Open-Ended Problems
What other formulas could the Parks Department use? is the sort of problem
that seldom appears in mathematics instruction. Not only because it dealg
with a real situation. but also because it is open ended. In general. open-
ended problems. even those that are strictly mathematical in nature. tend
not to be found in school mathematics. What properties do prime numbers
hare? is an open-ended problem that students can explore. but that also
drives the work of some research mathematicians. An advantage of open-
ended problems is that. when they are used with gnmps of students,
teachers usually do not need to worry about getting students started.
Anyone who understands what the problem is asking can make a start.
however tentative. Students working together invariably find something in
the problem that they can work on. Sometimes they narrov% the question:
s(mtetimes they refine it. Often. they choose (me idea in the po(blem and
pursue that. Groups that get stuck in one line of investigation can be asked
to go back to the original problem and think of' it amaher way'. Although
open-ended problems may be more difficult for a teacher to manage be-
cause the students may' go off in unexpected directions, teachers who have
used such problems in their classes say that students enjoy the challenge
they provide. :Mathematics class then becomes a setting for exphwation
and originality.

Creating Rather than Answering Problems
Students need practice in formulating mathematical problems for them-
selves. If they are allvav s presented with well-formulated problems that
contain just the information needed for a solution. him can they learn to
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deal with situations in which appropriate mathematical ideas and tech-
niques are not obviousthat is. situations in real life'?

Students can be helped to develop problem-formulating skills by giving
them an ill-formulated or a partially formulated problem and asking them
to restate it. Mr. Kaminski. a ninth-grade general mathematics teacher in
a large urban high school, has an activity he calls "Fix It that he often
uses on Fridays or whenever there is some time at the end of a class period.
Groups of students compete to see which group can come up with the best
problem (and solutionh given an incomplete problem. The problems and
solutions are written on large sheets of paper and posted on the bulletin
board. Students in his other general mathematics classes get to vote on
which one they like best. Here he illustrates the wide range of mathematical
thinking open-ended problems can provoke:

I gave this Fix-It. Problem to the students in my fifth-period class:

Tammy bought a record for 54.95 and paid 7 percent sales tax.

Almost all the students saw right away that the question was missing.
One group just asked the obvious question of' what the amount was
that she paid. Another tried to complicate the problem by asking what
change she got from a $10 bill. The group that won wrote this:

Tammy bought a record far 84.9.5. She paid S.5.30. 'hat is the sales-
tax rate?

In writing up their solution, the group said that .the tax of' 35 cents
would probably be more than the actual amount. and therefore the
tax rate would probably be less than 7.07 percent. They said the most
reasonable answer was 7 percent. I thought that showed a lot of insight
into how rounding ofi works in this case. Students w ho voted for the
problem said they liked it because the solution was "realistic.

Even teachers w ho are not especially interested in problem creation as
a goal of mathematics instruction have found that having students write
their own problems and change existing problems can be a valuable teach-
ing technique. It helps students see how problems are constructed. It
encourages students to take an active part in changing a problem into
something they can solve. It gives them the feeling of competence and
mastery. For the teacher. it may illuminate some of the difficulties students
can have in understanding a problem situation.

Problem nosing is almost always overlooked in discussions of the im-
portance of problem solving in the curriculum. Nlathematics textbooks have
an especially difficult time with problem posing because it is so open ended.
Nonetheless. it ought to be given the same emphasis in instruction that
problem sok, ing is beginning to receive. h makes use of thinking
that need to be developed, both for their uN% n sake and fur their k ahie iii
developing other abilities.
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The Place of Conjecture: The Provisional Side of
Mathematics
Although many people believe that deductive proof helps define the essence
of mathematical reasoning, proofs have been disappearing over the past
decade or so from their traditional home, the course in Euclidean geonwtry.
There is no denying that pupils find the formal two-column proof difficult
to learn, and that teachers often find it frustrating to teach. Courses are
being restructured so that geometry without proof has become an option
for many students, even those going on to college. As proofs are being de-
emphasized in geometry, we have an opportunity to give more attention to
other important mathematical processes like conjecture. When students
are given the opportunity to make mathematical conjectures. they come in
contact with mathematics in the making. with mathematics as it is prac-
ticed. Students who have made a mathematical conjecture have invested
some of themselves in the enterprise of doing mathematics. Making a proof
may be too difficult for some students. but making a conjecture. and then
engaging in some reasoning about that conjecture. is something any student
can do. In courses such as history and science, students learn what counts
as evidence and how an argument can be developed to advance a claim.
They need to learn that in mathematics, too, one can work out a position
and gather evidence to support it.

Because of their previous experiences with mathematics. man y. students
are afraid to make guesses or propose conjectures in class. They are
understandably reluctant to expose their ignorance and confusion to public
view. Mathematics has been for them a subject in which you are either
right or wrong. and there is too much at risk in being wrong. If teachers
want their students to grow in their ability to make conjectures about
mathematical ideas. they may need to work hard to overcome the negative
effects of previous experience. They need to make their classroom a place
where informed guessing is encimraged.

Students need to know that it is only by making a good guess. probing
and improving it. and supporting it with evidence. that anyone can do
mathematics at all. Anything else is just memorizing. Mathematics in the
making requires a willingness to take risks by ,)ffering a guess. Of course.
as George Polya often remarked. the guess shimld nig be a wild guess:
anyone can make a wild guess. The person who is thinking mathematically.
however, will offer a conjecture that has some basis in the situation at
hand. Then the guesser needs to have the cimrage to test the guess and.
if necessary, to replace it with a better one. lf a deductive argument can
he given to support the conjecture. fine. But if' such an argument cannot
be found. inductive evidence can make the conjecture more plausible.

en though it cannot provide a finished proof (Polya. 19811.
Firsthand experience in !nuking for patterns in data. fornmlating conire.

tures about those patterns, and exploring the consequences of the conjec-
tures can help students see the exploratory. provisional side of mathematics
that is usuall hidden from view in school. Statistical data such as those
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2. Communicating Mathematical Ideas:
Private and Public Discourse

The mathematic, classnmm could be Li forum for the exchange of. ideas
about mathematics. But. all to() often. students see only what ideas the
teacher has and what the textbook authors have thought about. Rarely do
they display their own thinking. In this (hapter. we explore how we might
get students ideas and questions out int() the open where they can become
objects for reflection. refinement. discussion. and amendment. This -pub-
lication- of students.' ideas occurs naturally through speaking and listening.
but it can also unfold through writing and reading.

Mathematics deepens and develops through commmlleation. Mathemat-
ical ideas become tangible when people find words and symlmls to express
them. 'Me only way that mathematical culture can be passed on to new
generations is through the medium of ordinary languae. along w ith sonic
special symbols. The interpretation of that language and those symbols
requires learners to see them in much the same sense that teachers do.
That demands sharing un the part of the teacher and till' learner--a mutual
construction of meaning. Building a mathematical classroom environment
in which the mutual construction of meaning can be fostered i not a trivial
matter. but it can reap ',ubstawial rewards for teachers and for students.



Notes
The traditional diet in mathematics classrooms consists of short answers

to oral or written exercises. That kind of simple back and forth prevents
a teacher from getting a deep sense of a student's understanding. and of
how the student came to acquire that understanding. 1."(u- that, a more
sustained engagement between teacher and student is required. 13y pro-
viding opportunities for students to express themselkes about the ideas at
issue in a mathematics lessonnot just the next step or the last definition
a teacher can notice and counter confusions that students have accumu-
lated. teacher can also assist students to attain a more coherent under-
standing of what they are learningone that illw....ast beyond next week's
test. Finally. by learning to express their ideas to one another. students
can begin to appreciate the nuances of' meaning that natural language often
masks. but that the precise language of mathematical exposition attempts
to distinguish.

Opening Windows: Teachers Learning from
Students

When our grandparents were in school. recitation comprised a large part
of their mathematics classes. Grandnut would be called to the front of the
class. She would be asked to put on the blackboard a problem she had
previously solved. and then be asked to explain her solution to the rest of
the class. Depending on how well it was done. her recitation might help
her fellow students umlerstand more about the problem and its solution.
But. more important. whether or not it wa, done well. her recitation ..ave
her teacher a window through which to view Grandma's thoughts. her
reasoning. and her grasp of terms. or notations. or fundamental ideas. That
view made it possible to diagnose and eNaluate Grandma's understanding.

Today. formal rccitations are absent from high school classes. Although
some teachers ask students to Inn homework p.roblents on the chalkboard
or the overhead projector so that other students can see their work. stu-
dents are seldom asked to put into words not onl what they did but also
how and why they did it. Few would advocate the tf the formal
recitation. with the teachergradebook in handpresiding o\ er a by-the-
book recital of -how ti do it.- Ilowe% er. there are moments and practices
in teaching that allow teachers to glimpse beyond the homework paper or
the short an:swer. I. sing these opportunities productivel may take exper-
imentation and practice. but the p(th'Illial pa\ off for students and teachers
is great.

In order to catch a glimpse of his students' thinking. \lr. esterman
often assigns a problem that can be sok ed It\ than one method. and
then has students present their \ arious methods. in his algebra class.
which was studying the solution of simultaneous CqUali(111-. Ile assigned
one ol his favorite problems. which he klIc%\ %%wild lic acc,,,ibl, :Thk.
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In the barn.lard. I hare some chickens and some rabbits. I count 50
hewls and 120 legs. How many al each ope of animal is in the
barnpird?

After an initial period of time. during which the class as a group
discussed the problem to clarify interpretation. Mr. \Nesterman let
the students work in pairs to solve the problem. As the students
worked. Mr. Westerman circulated around the room. taking note of the
different approaches being utilized, answering clarifying questions. and
providing help to those who needed it. During his travels around the room.
he asked Jose. Lora. Robert. and Karen to publish their solutions on
pieces of hite butcher paper that he provided. After reasonable time.
Mr. Westerman invited the designated students to post their solutions on
the blackboard and explain their approaches to the class. Mr. Westerman
had carefully chosen the student publishers to represent a diverse
set of metht ds. including some arithmetic. visual, and several algebraic
approaches. In this way, his student presenters provided their classmates
with an opportunity to see and discuss many different solutions to the
:-.atne problem.

C= huvrb.er

r num6er

C r 5

ch-ickens
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Figure 2-1. Jose'&...Algebraic Approach to the Chicken-and-
Rabbit l'roblera.
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Figure 2-2. Lora's Visual Approach to the Chicken-and-Rabbit
Problem.
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Figure 2-3. Robert's Algebraic Approach to Ike Chicken-and-
Rabbit Problem.
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Figure 2-4. Karen's Arithmetic Approach to the Chicken-and-
babbit Problem.

\In esterman first became interested in this technique when he read
that this approach was used in many Asian schools. lie thought it might
make his Asian students feel more comfortable. and it might help his non-
Asian students improve their ahility to discuss mathematical ideas. Fie
suspected the process NNould also provide some Opportunity for him to leam
more about his students thinking and problem solving. He found that
eavesdropping on students' conversations while they are working together
in pairs or larger groups to solve a pr( io,em 0 explore a situation is a very
useful wav to learn about their thinking. But he was surprised to find that
the process of publishing students' solutions also reaped benefits f'or him
personally. Even though he was quite familiar with many of the problems
he usedlike the chickens-and-rabbits problem. the discussion often il-
luminated some facet of the problem that he had not seen or thought about
previously. such as Lora's visual approach to a problem that he had pre-
%iously thought of as being purely algebraic or arithmetic.

Not all of the exchanges that illuminate a student's thinking need to be
public. When students are just beginning the study of a new mathematical
topic. it is often assunwd that students know ver little about the topic.
Actually. an inquiring teacher may find that. prior to their formal instruc-
tion. students often ma have formed some rather complete. although
possibly partially mistaken. ideas about the topic. (hie way to detect and

(.()\1\11.1(.\.11.(. \t tor \s
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Notes
examine the ideas students may have prior to formal instruction is for the
teacher to provide a task. such as a writing assignment. that allows students
to demonstrate what they know (or think they know) concerning a certain
topic.

Mrs. Garcia was beginning a unit on circles in her tenth-grade geometry
course. She knew that the students had studied circles in elementary school
and had learned something about area. circumference. radius. and diam-
eter in the seventh or eighth grade. She wasn't sure. however, what her
tenth graders remembered. so she asked them. 'Fell me everything you
know about circles.- She made this assignment during the last 10 minutes
of class and collected the papers so she could look at them before class
the next day. Figure 2-5 shows some examples of the responses she got.

Juan: "It's made up of a series of arcs that are all connected.-
Monique: 'A circle is a shape that has no points.-
Louis: "The outside of a circle is called the circumference.-
Ramona: "A circle is round.-
William: "A circle measures
Eric: "Radius is half the distance of the diameter of a circle.-
Cathy: "1/2 -
Rebecca: "A = iTr' I = 3.1115927).-
Michael: "It has 2 sides (inside and outside).-
Charles: "The center is the radius.-

Figure 2-5. Responses to "Tell me everything you know about
circles."

On the basis of her students responses. Mrs. Garcia knew that there
was a wide range of knowledge about circles in her class. Some (d her
students had remembered a good deal about circles (e.g.. radius is half
the length of the diameter, area is Trr2). others gave no eviden-e of recalling
any important mathematical characteristics of circles, and still others had
sonic errors (e.g.. the center is the radius) or potential misconceptions in
their knowledge of circles (e.g.. a circle is a shape that has no points).

After reviewing the responses. Mrs. Garcia decided to use the students'
resp(mses as a jumping-off point, keeping her plans for the unit on circles
firmly in mind, she chose 10 different responses (the ones shown in Figure
2-5) and typed them on a ditto sheet. She left space after each statement
and challenge,' '.;ic students to decide whether or not they agreed with the
statement, and to provide a justification for their agreement or disagree-
ment. While most of the class Aorked on this assignnlent. \Ir.:. Garcia
worked separately with a small group of studell,sth(ISC ssliose responses
revealed most of the misleading or erroneous information. BCCallse of their
renfusinns ahnut circles and their high risk for difficulty in the next unit.
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Notes
subsequent homework assignments. to pose useful questions for the end-
of-chapter review, and to identify students who may need special help. But
he feels that the greatest benefit of this technique is that it places much
of the responsibility for learning on the shoulders of his students, rather
than solely on himself. By asking his students what they have learned in
today's lesson, he reminds them that they, too, are responsible for the
results of each lesson.

One way of giving students a more substantial perspective on their
intellectual progress is to ask them to keep a journal of their thoughts
about the mathematics they are learning. This "learning log- becomes a
place where students can express their puzzlements. frustrations, and
triumphs. They can write about their joy at finding a solution, or their
anguish at finding it incorrect. Each day. they can set down a portion of
their intellectual journey. By looking back over the entries. t hey can see
how far they have come this month or this year. Some teachers ask students
to use the log as a kind of mathematical diary in which they can record
their daily thoughts. The log then functions much as Mr. Johnson in-
tendedrevealing what they have learned todaybut it also serves as a
record of-learning over time. Other teachers ask students to record their
thoughts and feelings as they solve homework problems or work on ex-
tended investigations. Students might be encouraged to write in the log
their solutions to special problems. along with annotations concerning their
strategies and evaluations. When students are asked to write up their
solutions to a problem. they can be encouraged to comment on their false
starts, hesitations, and uncertainties. They are. after all, communicating
with other human beings who are interested in their work. Of' course. the
learning logs, like most diaries. should have limited circulation. Some
teachers choose to read, the logs only at mid-year and end-of-year points:
others read them more frequently. Siune teachers never read the logs at
all, preferring instead to have the students keep the journals only for their
own use. No matter how often t:le journals are read, their use can promote
a more reflective attitude ofien described as increased metacognitire
awareness on the part of students. Teachers of students for whom English
is not their first language may find that logs can help those students to
fiwmulate their ideas, and the expression of' those ideas. before displaying
them in class. or at risk on a test.

A Community of Learners: Students Learning
from Each Other

A popular image of the mathematician is of' someone isolated in a paper-
strew n study. But mathematicians are also social beings. Nlathetnatical
ideas gain their validity by being accepted in the community. The common
view in most mathematics cla,srooms i that a proof is a proof. The
enwrgent view in mathematics. however. is that a proof is not a proof until
it has been accepted by the collnmulity of mathematicians (Tvinoczko.
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1986). Tlw controversy and disagreement about the acceptability of the
computer-based solution of the famous. and long-unsolved. "Four Color
Problem"' (Appel and Haken. 19771 provides a contemporary illustration of
this pheno)flenon within the mathematical community (Peterson. 1988).

Even when we are not trying to produce publishable solutions to impor-
tant mathematical problems. we need to test our mathematical ideas
against those of others so that we can lw confident that they are correct.
The only way we have of knowing what our thinking is like is by comparing
it with that of others. "Fhe major pedagogical implication of this view is
that mathematics classrooms should be communities of learners. Within
communities. the need for communication is obvious. Within mathematical
communities, communication in the form of discussion, argument. proof.
and justification is natural.

It is well documented that students have great difficulty learning to
produce mathematical proofs (Senk. 1985: Senk and Usiskin. 1983). Some
part. but not necessarily all, of that difficulty is due to the logical require-
ments of mathematical proof. Another factor that makes proof difficult for
many students is their lack of a sense of Nyhy one would ever engage in
proving something. Isn't it enough to "see- the truth of a statement? If
the teacher has given a statement to be proved. then it must be true. Why
bother? Isn't proof really much ado about something obvious'? Proof as a
private exercise in sheer logical reasoning apparently does mot strike many
secondary school students as vital. but proof as an exercise in justification
and validation in a community of learners holds considerably more appeal.

When students are challenged to think and reason about mathematics.
and to communicate the results of their thinking to others in the form of a
justification or proof. they are faced with the need to state their ideas
clearly and nonvincingly. The act of communicatin.g ideas within the culture
of mathematics creates both the need for and the value of mathematical
proofs. A proof that emerges as a student's attempt to convince skeptical
peers of the power of a self-generated assertion has an importance that
the demonstration of an "obvious theorem from a textbook rarely has.

Much is learned by constructing a proof or a justification argument.
Occasionally, an assertion turns out to be untrue as stated, and the asser-
tion has to lw modified. Such an experience demonstrates vividly the rough.
tentative nature of mathematics in the making. as opposed to the polished
shine of finished mathematics. Proving an assertion can also lead to insights
into further statements that also appear to be true. And the presentation
of a proof to the community often leads to further refinement and modifi-
cation, eN en correction. in order to improve the clarity and precision of
the justification.

Working in pairs or small groups also pro% ides students with an (oppor-
tunity to validate their reasoning and their conjectures. They can work
through their disagreements to a consensus about what works and what
makes sense. Tlie can hear their poorly foi mutilated expressions phrased
more precisely by their peers. They can help their colleagues grapple 1% ith
ideas they themselves have just begun to understand. Many high s(hool
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mathematics teachers are skeptical about the benefits of group work.
Cooperative classroom groups are viewed as dif ficult to organize and man-
age: group work is noisy: it takes time: it often seems to be leading
nowhere. Many teachers believe that it is 11111(.11 simpler just to tell students.
rather than to leave them fl(nindering. Yet for those teachers wlm are
willing to work through the problems of managing groups. the benefits in
student understanding can be substantial and lasting.

Of course, students need not Ix in small groups to have a dialogue with
one another. In the hands of a sensitive teacher, a student presentation to
the whole class of a problem just si ilved. or papers outlining a proposed
proof that are exchanged to be read and given written commentary. can
be vehicles for students to reach new levels of understanding. The key lies
in the spirit of shared inquiry that the teacher is able to foster and sustain.
Certainly, the process of pubhshing solutions discussed above in the con-
text of Mr. Westerman's class is a good example of a classroom interaction
structure that allows students to learn a great deal from each other during
a process of semi-formal presentations to an entire class.
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3. Transforming Ordinary Situations
Into Extraordinary Opportunities

The picture of a richer.. more vigorous scInml mathematics that has been
painted in the earlier chapters does not require a new curriculum. new,
textbooks or teaching materials. or different students. Much can be dune
with what NV(' have now. What NW IlVed I!, to look for appropriate op-
portunities for thinking and communication in the material we already
teach. In this section. we offer some examples from teachers w ho have
made such opportunities by transforming ordinary problems and situations
into extraordinary occasions for developing and promoting mathematical
thinking.

Opportunities for Mathematical Speculation

The popular image of mathematics emphasizes its precision and finch
tuned final products. In this view. there is little room for ,aeh itetk ;ties as

ondering and -.p('culating. I l()%1C1e1". ,nell open-ended thinking is
quite characteristic of mathematics. Vur example. important generaliza-
tions call often be generated tlinmgli the process of speculating about hos\



Notes
a given result might be extended in new directions. We need to provide
students with some opportunities to engage in these more open-ended
forms of mathematical thinking.

Modifying common textbook problems to make them more open-ended
can be a plausible entry point for introducing speculation. For example.
Mr. Ruiz frequently changes the problems presented in his students ge-
ometry textbook to more open-ended and challenging versions. Some ex-
amples of the textbook problems and his revisions are shown in Figure
3-1. Mr. Ruiz has found that when his students work on the open-ended
versions they think about the problem longer. they imse more problems
and find more solutions, and they make more interesting and important
connections among mathematical ideas. Mr. Ruiz sometimes uses an open-
ended problem as an exercise to help students review for a unit test. but
he has also used an open-ended question dike Problem 1B in Figure 3-11
as a way of reviewing what students already know before a new unit is
started and as a way of solidifying learning during an instructional unit.

Ms. Smith also likes to pose open-ended problems for students in her
geometry class to think about. She relies on examples that she has collected
from articles in professional journals and from workshops she has attended.

I \

Goal-Specific Non-Goal-Specific

I'",) Parallel art' 410 bY a I B Parallel lines are tilt by a
trans; ersal. as slum n in the figure rails% ersaLas slum n in the figure
helm, If angle 2 is 30'. find tlit bel(m. If angle 2 is 30'. find
measure of angle I. the measure of a, man, of the

oilier angles as you (.1111.

2.N Tile radius a circle inscribed in 2B The radius of a circle inscribed in
a square is inches. as shoV 11 in a square is 0 inches. 0 in
the figure belo. Find the area die figure bid° \1. F1111111111 all

of the slillarC. till i.IIII III the circle and square.

l'II1bIcin I holden] 2

Figure 3-1. Example!, of Open-Ended PrOblems Used Ii Ir. Ruiz.
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One problem that she has used frequently with her geometry classes
involves identifying the shapes that can be made by a straight line passing
across a square. It is an engaging problem because it is accessible to all
her students, yet it leads to interesting discussions and speculations that
deal with important geometric ideas. The following excerpt makes this
clear:

Smith: Imagine a line passing across a square. What shapes could be
formed'? The line can pass across the square in any direction we want.
I'll draw a square here on the board: and I need someone to come up
and draw a line passing across the square. Jim. please come to the
board and draw a line across the square.

(Jim draws a line as directed.)

Smith: OK. What shapes are formed?
Jim: A trapezoid.
Smith: Only one?
Jim: No. two.
Smith: OK. Everyone should use the sheet of paper I gave you to find
as many different possibilities for shapes made by a line across a
square.

(Students work individually for about fiveminutes on a sheet filled
with squares.)

Smith: Everyone team up with a partner and compare the shapes you
have found. Compile a master list of all the different possibilities you
have identified. While youre working. I'll pass around an overhead
transparency, and each team should add one new answer, if you have
one, to the set that is already there.

(Students work in pairs 'for about 10 minutes. comparing their work
and compiling their list of answers. As the transparency passes
around the room, students carefully review the set of answers and
add new ones whenever possible.)

Smith: OK. let's look at the answers we have come up with.

(Smith projects the transparency. She and the students identify and
discuss each answer to be certain that it is valid an(l new.)

Smith: Are there any more ansYy ers that we should add to our list?
Melanie?
Melanie: lin not sure this is new. but what about the square itself'?
Could '.hat be an answer?
Smith. What do you think? Can anyone see some \Nay that the square
itself could be an answer? Mark?
liark: Sure. if* v()II have the line be like a side of the square. Is that
legal?
Smith: \\ hat do you think? Does anyone have an idea about thi!..? Did
any of' you include the square on your list of possibilities'? Sam?

()IDI\ 11i)
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Sam:1 did. because I thought it was. like, a special case or something.
You know, when the line just happens to line up with the side. You
didn't say the line couldn't be that way, so it seemed OK.
Smith: That's good. Sam. The directions did not disallow it. and so
we could consider this a special case. So that was a wonderful sug-
gestion. Melanie. and we need to add it to our list. Anything else?
Rebecca?
Rebecca: I'm not really sure about this. but when we make triangles
with the line. can't we make some special triangles sometimes? I

mean. is "triangle- really saying enough?
Smith: What do you mean by "special- triangles?
Rebecca: Like equilateral. or isosceles. or even 30-60-90.
Smith: Oh. I see. Thafs a good question. I want each of the pairs to
go back and look at your answers to see if you can find examples of
any special triangles that are formed. Think about how you could
convince yourself that the triangle is really special.

(Students work in pairs examining their lists to see if they can find
any "special- triangles.)

Smith: OK. Who has some ideas to share with us? .Ienny?
lenn.1: Well, Ise decided that you can't ever have an equilateral
triangle, because there's always a right angle in there somewhere.
And we had that problem before, when you asked us if an equilateral
triangle could have a right angle. and we found out that it can't.
Smith: Is that clear to everyone? ,1 enny and Deb have decided that.
in any triangle formed in the square by the line passing across it in
this way. one of the angles has to be a right angle. Since you can't
have a right angle in an equilateral triangle, then there can be no
equilateral triangle in our set of triangles. Any questions? Mike?
11;ke: It's easy to get an isosceles trianglejust put the line across
as a diagonal.
Rebecca: Yeah, and that is really an isiisceles right triangle. We got
that one.
Smith: W, hat are the angle measures in an isosceles right triangle?
Rebecca: OK. so another \Nay to call this triangle is a15-15-90 triangle.
Smith: GImi. A nything else?
Sam: If you put the line so it hits a corner and the midpoint (If a side.
then you get a special trianglea 30-60-90 triangle.
Smith: Is that clear to everyone? Sam. please draw that one up here
on the board for us and explain Your reasoning about the 30-60-90
triangle.

(Sam dras a line connecting a crtex to the midpoint of a nollad-
jaceill ,ade.)

Sam: \\ ell. if the side of the square is one. then this piece is one-half
of that, and this is a right angle. mid so you gel 30-60-90 for the
angles.
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!Notes
\Ir. Durant remembered the first time ht. asked his stuth.nts to do this

activity. because a student generated a conjecture about which he was
unsure.

I remember \lark. one of the best students in the class. saying that
he thought Idle Pythagorean Relationl could be generalized to any
regular polygon. I had seen a proof for equilateral triangles and regular
hexagons. but I didn't know if it \\LN true for every regular polygon.
And I sure didn't know how to prove or disprove it. I felt pretty
uncomfortable not know ing the answer. After examining proofs for
the cases of the equilateral triangle and regular hexo.'.gon with the
entire class. I had Mark state his conjecture. Since \lark was the
best student in the class. and since we had seen a few specific cases.
e\ eryome was prepared to accept it. But I warned them about the
need to develop a convincing argument. and made it available as
special extra-credit project. \lark and two other students got
-hooked- WI the project. and they were filially alde to prove the
general result by finding and using a formula for area using the
apothema krmula that was not in the curriculum I was teaching.

\Ir. Durant's class had learned at least two important lessons: the truth
of a mathematical assertion is not akavs knnwn in adN ance. and. Ns,ith
persistence and reflection. students can often engage in significant math-
ematical thinking that goes well beyond what they are normally asked to
do. \Ir. Durant. too. had learned an important lesson.

1fter that experience. I decided that it was not such a serious proldem
if I didn't always know whether or not my students' conjectures were
valid. so I just routinely ask them to justify their own thinking. This
approach turned out to be helpful for some of the three-dimensional
generalizations. A kw years ago. (Me student turned the generaliza-
tion of the Pythagorean Relatiop in three dimensions into a \\ inning
project at the district science fair. In fact. I like this approach so
much that I find myself continually acting skeptical and challenging
Inv students to justify their mathematical assertions.

Opportunities for Thoughtful Mathematical
Analysis

\lathematical analyses of interesting situations can often arise as a result
of considering real-world applications. such as the problem of planting
replacement trees discussed earlier. However. many thoughtful analyses
can also arise naturally from problem, already present in the secondary
school curriculum. \\ it Ii exploration anti expansion]. even ordinary textbook
problems can be ii,ed as springboard, rui carcud

\IN. I lerrera not'ed that her students had some difficult iii ..cuing pp
equations to sok e "age- problems in elementar\ algebra. To get them to

.so (,I1 \I 1111\li1( s



focus on the relationships she thought were at the heart of her students'
difficulty. \In-:. Herrera asked her students to think about how the rela-
tionship between two persons' ztges changos over titne. In particular. she
asked them to think about how the difference between their ages changes
and how the ratio) of their ages changes over time. This turned out to be
very difficult for her students: \A bat they could observe and the questions
they could generate were disappointhig. Based on what she perceived to
be her students frustrations with the abstractness of the task. Mrs. Herrera
decided to try grounding the ideas. in a more concrete problem setting.

The next day. Mrs. Herrera gave her students the following problem
from their elemo-itary algebra textbook: -Pop High is 8 times as old as his
son. Hy. In 2 years. Poop will be otfly 6 times as old as Hv Fligh. A hat are
the ages of Pop and Hy now?" she set everyone to working in pairs to (a)
solve the problem and (b) complete a chart by listing the ages of Pop and
Hy for five years before and fke years afier today. Although they had a
little difficulty solving the problem. most of the students, working collab-
oratively. were able to find a solution for the problem and complete the
chart. Then N1rs. Herrera asked half the class to fill in the -Diff- ruNk ill

the chart by calculating the difference between Hy's and Pop's ages for
each year. Tlw other half of the class was'asked to complete the "Ratio-
row in the chart by calculating the ratio of Pop's age to H s age (Pop:lly)
for each year.

Before Now .1fter

\ ear -5 -1- -3 -2 1 0 +1 ±') +3 + + 5

Pot) 35 36 37 38 39 1-0 I-I 1.2 I-3 1-1. 1-5

Hy 0 1 2 3 1- 5 6 7 8 9 10

Diff 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35

Kati() V 36 18.5 12.7 9.8 8 6.8 6 5.1. 1.9 1..5

Afier the problem was solved and the chart completed. Mrs. Herrera
led a brief discussion about the answers to the two different proldems.
one was par:icularly surprised to find the constant difference between the
ages. but many expressed considerable surprise about the ratio data. In
particular. they noticed that the ratio was not constant. that it was unde-
fined for the first year in the chart, that it changed very dramatically oNer
the first few years and then more slowly. and that it decreased in value
each time. There was also (1111e illtere:-1111g dkellssioll dhoti( tile te-c I of a

single decimal number to express the ratio. II\ the end of the discu,sion,
even those stlIdellts +.11o) originall thought that -you have to luke ko

tI xsto Olt \11 \ O. WWI it) s
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Notes
numbers in a ratio agreed that the use of a single number simplified the
analysis I ,f the relationship.

Mrs. Herrera decided to push further. She asked her students to make
a graph by plotting (year. difference) ordered pairs. She also asked them
to predict and sketch what the graph would look like before finally plotting
the points. Most of her students had little trouble predicting the flatness
()f the graph because of the constant difference, although some students
predicted a vertical rather than horizontal line.

30

20

15

10

3

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

5 4 3 2 1 0 I 9 3 4 5

`1 ear

Figure 3-2. Graph of the Year and Difference for Mrs. Herrera'-
Age Problem.

Following a discussion of the relationship between the graph. the chart.
and the actual ages of the people. Mrs. Herrera felt her students were
ready for a more challenging problem. For homework, she asked the stu-
dents to make a graph by plotting (year. ratio) ordered pairs. As with the
task solved in class, she also asked them to sketch their prediction before
actually plotting the points.

A hen the students came to class the next (lay. they were more than
ready to discuss their graphs. There was genuine excitement: Not only
wasn't the graph constant, it wasn't a straight line at all!

Then. was a Ikely debate about how the graph should be ext, tided. so
Mrs. Herrera assigned as homework the task of making a prediction.
extending the data in the chart f'or another 10 years into the future. and
plotting the points that extended the graph. The following day. the class
discu,sed the behaior of the curve representing the ratio of the ages.
They noted that the values in the chart and the graph of the curve settled
down close to. but never reached. the ratio of 1. They could see why that
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Figure 3-3. Graph of the Year and Ratio for Mrs. Herrera's Age
Problem.

made sense, as one student remarked. "11 [the ratiol could never be 1

because there is always that difference in their ages. We already saw that
it never changes.-

Although her class had invested considerable time in this set of prob-
lems. Mrs. Herrera was more than satisfied with the results. She had
begun with the simple hope that this experience would help her students
solve -age- problems more successfully. but she was delighted that there
were other very important mathematical benefits from the experience.
What had begun as an attempt to help students solve ordinary textbook
problems had turned into a startling mathematical investigation. For sev-
eral days. her students had been engaged in analyzing and discussing
various interesting. important. and fairly sophisticated mathematical ideas.
Their exploration had introduced them to a constant linear function, to the
representation of a ratio as a single number. to a monotonically decreasing
nonlinear function, and to an intuitive notion of an asymptote. Mrs. Herrera
was certain that she would be able to refer to this experience in subsequent
lessons to build on some of these ideas.

Mrs. Herrera was excited and pleased enough to discuss her experience
with some of her colleagues. She was subsequently invited to give a talk
at the local mathematics conference. One of the other sessions at the
conference was given by Mr. Jones. a teacher from another high school in
the area. His talk focused on ways of transforming geometry problems to
make them more interesting and challenging for students. At the confer-
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ence. he discussed his experience with several classes he had recently
taught. ranging from tenth-grade geometry to precalculus.

I was sent a problem by a colleague I met during a trip to Japan. He
said that he had used this problem with his Japanese secondary school
students and that they had produced some interesting solutions. so I
decided to try it with my precalculus students.

Imagine that you are given a piece of paper with an angle drawn
on it. (See Figure 3-4A below.) Your teacher asks you to take the
paper home and construct the bisector of the angle. On the way
home on the bus, the paper is ripped, and the vertex of the angle is
torn off (See Figure 3-4B below.) How can you complete the as-
signment using only the torn piece of paper you have left?

After explaining that it was not legal to put the "torn angle on
another piece of paper and extend the sides to find the vertex again.
I assigned this problem as an extra-credit project investigation to be
done by individuals or teams of students. I told them that the problem
had conie from a colleague in Japan. and they seemed highly moti-
vated to do their best to solve the problem. They had been reading
newspaper stories about how poorly United States students do on
mathematics tests compared with Japanese students. and they wanted
to show that they could do something with this problem.

A

Figure 3-4. Angle-Bisector Problem Used by Mr. Jones.

Mr. Jones went on to explain how he often assigned longer term projects
like this one to give students a chance to investigate some mathematical
problem or ideas, and to earn extra credit. After a few years of doing this
in different ways. he had learned that encouraging the students to work in
pairs increased the probability that some good ideas or solutions would
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emerge. The collaborative approach seemed to fit the way people really
work on problems outside school.

I was quite pleased with the variety of solutions proposed by the
students, and the discussion of solutions provided useful review of'
many geometric ideas. The students used a great deal of their geo-
metric knowledge and really were quite clever in their approaches.
(See Figures 3-5 through 3-7 for examples.) Kerwin and John, whose
solution was judged by the class to be the easiest to understand, said
that they got the idea for their solution by trying to be very simple-
minded about angle bisectorby trying to think of its basic meaning
as a set of points halfway between the sides of the angle. They used
a clever approach to find two such points and knew they could then
draw tile line that would represent them all. After discussion, the
class realized that all the solutions really used this basic meaning of
the angle bisector in some fundamental way. Tracie's solution was
based on the same idea, but she used knowledge about parallel lines

11

A

Y

E
1)

I. Construct line 1 parallel to Ali at (listafl(( X from
2. Construct a line in parallel to CB at distance x from CB.

The point of intersection of' these lines D. is onc point on the
angle hisecnir.

3. Construct line n paralkl to AB at distance from AB.
4. Construct line 0 parallel to C13 at distance y from CR.

"l'he point of intersection of these lines E. is another point on
the angle hisecton

5. Draw line p through points D and E. Line p is the angle bisector.

Figure 3-5. Kemin's and John's Solution to the Angle-Bisector
Problem.
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in a somew hat different waya IA a Y that the class found more difficult
to understand. The solution produced by Ramona and Melanie was
nice because they made use of the incenterthe point of intersection
of the angle bisectorsand an inscribed ( irele. Their solution was
viewed the class as the nnist sophisticated one.

I. Ono% trans%ersal I thrungli zind liC.
2. Drzm transNersal III thrmigli and parallel I. trans\ crsal I.
3. Bisect angle .1 and anglt (:. the base angles..1 triangle \11(:.

Puint I. the intersectiun of the angle bisectors. must he (me
uuint un Hie hiseeuir .1 angle I',

3. lii,c(t angle I) and itigl 1. the base angles ii1 triangle DUE.

6. Point C. the ittleNeetion of the angle bisectors. must Ill (ine

point on the Iii',tt,,i 1,1. mgle i.
7. Drim a line ilirmigh iIii I; and C. This line i.-. the bisector .1

angle I.

Figure 3-6. Traeie's Solution to the Angk-Bisector Problem.

\Ir. ones said that he thought the problem provided many students with
an opportunity to explore an interesting problem. and also to review a fair
amount of geometry at the same time. But it was more than a simple
review. Several students remarked to him that. although they thought they
already knew the topic very well. this problem pushed them to think more
about what an angle bisector really was. This taska slight variation on
the usual assignment to construct an angle bisectorallowed students to
engage in a thoughtful analysis of the basic meanings of angles. angle
bisectors. loci of equidistant points. and other fundamental geometric
ideas.

In fact. the problem worked so well that \It...Jones decided to challenge
his tenth-grade geometry students with the problem. near the end of their
vear-long course. in order to stretch their understanding of geometric
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I. (:onnect points and (:.
2. (:onstruct the hi,ector of angle k.
:i. Construct the hiseetor ol (:.

Notes

Point I). the point of intersection of the :Ingle bisector-.
center Id the inscrilied

(:inistruct zt line passing. tItiougli point I) and perpendicular to \II.
(:iinstruct a line passing through p('int I) and perp(ndi(ular to (:II.

r). l)t-a% radius I)E and 1)V.
7. Iiiseet the central angl( EI)V.
H. The bisector of central angle is also the hisector of angle

since (%e lute constructed congruent triangl( I)Eli zind

Figure 3-7. Ramona's and Melanie's Solution to the Angle-
Bisector Problem.

constructions. I. nforttinately. the problem appeared to fie to() difficult for
the students in Ins class.

one found a complete solution. and a le students were reall
frustrated and annoyed sitli the problem. I eVell got one call front an
angry parent \\ II() was unable to solve du profilein and 1%Lts frustrated.

le\V students did come up sitli the idea of folding one side of die
angle onto the other side in urder Iii locate the bisector on the crease
line. ()lie st 11(1(911 \ (11 mentioned that tlik reminded him of sifine-
thing- he had done in junior high school iii a red plastic mirror.
\itimugh thwir intuitke idea of a bisector was jie...t fine. I \%Li

calk quite disappointed that no one %Sas able to find a really rigorous
const ruct

\Ir. Join, then decided that he %%mild be satisfied if the -.indents could
instil\ and anal/e the solutions. een if they couldn't independentl pro-
duce them.

lit \ nt \ lt) sl I \ HI) \ .;;
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I gave the students a packet of solutions, including the folding solution
from this class and several other solutions produced by the precal-
culus class. and I grouped them to work in pairs, and challenged
them to justify each of the solutions or explain why they were incor-
rect. We started this during the last half of one dass, then they worked
on it independently at home, and finally together again for the first
half of the next class. And this worked much better. with the burden
of solution lifted off their shoulders. Some of the students really
surprised me with how well they were able to reason about the various
solutions.

Most of' the students were able to produce a good explanation or justi-
fication for the intuitive folding solution, and that helped them to see the
angle bisector as locus of points. Some students were able to develop solid
justifications for the other solutions, although many students found this
difficult. The class discussion of' the different solutions and attempted
justifications not only gave Mr. Jones an opportunity to discuss the nature
of geometric construction and to review a fair amount of' fundamental
geometric knowledge. but it also provided a forum in which to discuss and
analyze what is involved in making a mathematical argument.

Opportunities for Convincing Oneself and Others

Mr. Jones provided the ,,tudent in his class with an opportunity to see.
hear. debate. and eva'Ja.: n't nematical explanations and justifications.
In other words. Mr. J..te.A's e'.assroom became a place in which the em-
phasis was less on memorizing and producing answers and more on ana-
lyzing and becoming convinced.

Many of the problems considered in this or earlier chapters also provide
occasions for students to engage in the process of' convincing themselves
or others of the validity of' their mathematical ideas or assertions. For
example. Mr. Jones clearly gave his students an opportunity to examine
seriously how one convinces oneself and others of' the correctness or rea-
sonableness of' a solution or approach. His classroom was transformed into
an arena in which convincing and justifying became the central focus of'
attention, rather than a peripheral matter. Moreover, we have seen how
Ms. Smith's "line across the square problem led her students not only to
conjecture about possibilities but also to verify and validate their conclu-
sions about the possible shapes. In the class discussion, we saw Sam revise
his assertion about the 30-60-90 right triangle on the basis of evidence
provided by a classmate. And in the discussion of Mrs. Herrera's "age
problem. we saw her students predict the behavior of a graphed curve and
justify their predictions on the basis of' the data. Nhweover, they were able
to revise their individual and collective thinking about the relationships
implicit in a problem situation.

It is important for students to realize that revision of their thinking is
legitimate and appropriate. Since we very often present only polished, final
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arguments in mathematics classrooms, students have too few opportunities
to see the importance of revision as a necessary component of reasoning.
The philosopher Imre Lakatos also had such concerns about formal pre-
sentations of mathematics: "Naive conjecture and counterexamples do not
appear in the fully fledged deductive structure: the zig-zag of discovery
cannot be discerned in the end product- (1976, p. 42).

Although our students are taught by teachers of other subjects to develop
"drafts- during the process of producing compositions and essays, we
mathematics teachers rarely encourage the same behavior when they are
constructing mathematical arguments. In fact, we spend so much time in
our classes developing the "punctuation and grammar- of mathematics
that we too rarely give our students the chance to do any "composing.-
When the focus shifts to allow more composition work in mathematics,
then it becomes more natural to think of revision as a natural part of the
process. Moreover, when more emphasis is placed On convincing rather
than on memorizing, it also becomes natural to think of revision as a
necessary component of the process. Convincing oneself or others is often
a slow, repetitive process. We need to remember thatboth for our stu-
dents, as we plan and construct classroom activities, and for ourselves, as
we set out to convince our students that mathematics is a rich, interesting
subject that deserves their prolonged intellectual attention, not just their
first-draft thinking.
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4. Getting Started

Tlw discussion in the earlier sections of this book has emphasized the
importance of inquiry and communication in the secondary school mathe-
matics classroom. Although most teachers would acknowledge the value
of inquiry and communication. many have difficulty imagining how to make
these things actually happen. Standard textbooks do little to suggest how
more comnlunication between teacher and students or among students
might be fostered. nor do most textbooks provide much guidance about
stimulating inquiry. In this chapter. we turn our attention to some Very
specific practical suggestions that may help teachers open up lines of
inquiry and communication in their mathetnatics classrooms.

Providing Opportunities: Opening Up Lines of
Inquiry and Communication

:Many teachers believe that changing the classroom organization to allow
more time for students to work in cooperative groups affords the best
opportunity for stimulating both inquiry and communication. \\ hen stu-
dents are working in groups. the teacher is free to move about the room
and engage in dialogues that provoke or probe. Moreover. group work also
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affords students the opportunity to think out loud about mathematics with
their peers. Many mathematics teachers, however, do not feel comfortable
with the notion of having students working in groups. For those teachers,
communication opportunities can often be found through large-group dis-
cussions in class, and individual conversations with students while they
ate engaged in seat work. Regardless of the form of classroom organization
employed by the teacher, when students work on an open-ended problem
or an extended investigation, there must be opportunities for communica-
tion between teacher and students, either during class or during a free
period, at lunch hour. or before or after school.

Timely Advice

The journey toward creating a mathematics classroom atmosphere that
fosters communication and inquiry is sometimes a long one. Although the
destination is clearly worth the trip, the path one travels to reach the goal
is not always smooth. As is true of many of life's journeys, the trip will be
more enjoyable if you take someone along with you. Most teachers find
that innovation is easier if they are not alone in their efforts. Not only can
a colleague provide much needed moral support during difficult times, but
the colleague can also serve as a knowledgeable "sounding board- for
ideas before they are tried in the classroom. "Such interchange provides
intellectual refreshment and places teachers in the roles of partners in the
process of education- (National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.
1989b).

On Changing the Rules: Expect Some Resistance
By the time students have reached the secondary school mathematics
classroom, they have had substantial experience in mathematics classes
an experience that has built expectations about how mathematics classes
should be conducted. It is not likely that this set of expectations includes
the kind of communication and inquiry discussed in this book. More likely.
students expect each class to consist of the teacher leading a review of the
previous night's homework, then giving a short lecture on today's topic.
and working a few examples at the board; after that. they expect to be
assigned a few problems for seat work, and then given some time to begin
their homework. Although students may not be particularly fond of this
kind of mathematics classroom, they are comfortable with it and generally
expect to meet it time and time again. The notion of having an extended
discussion about an interesting problem, considering multiple solutions to
the same problem. working in small groups and recording ideas, or writing
about mathematics will seem foreign to most students.

Many students have reached an implicit understanding with their math-
ematics teachers: if the teacher will simply tell them the rules and when
to use them. the students will follow the rules. Unfortunately, this form of
learning becomes quickly routinized and divorced from meaning. thereby
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leading to the kind of results we all know too wellstudents who can
mindlessly apply rules without having any understanding of what they are
doing. and who are unable to use what they have learned to solve any
complex or novel problems. But when a teacher shifts the burden of
learning to the students, many will resist and seek to restore the mathe-
matics class to what they think it is supposed to bewith the teacher as
the presenter of all ideas and the students passive, silent, and working
alone, with the emphasis on memorization and rules, rather than on com-
munication and inquiry.

Rome Wasn't Built in a Day: Make Time and Have Patience
It will take time to win some students over to a new view of the mathematics
classroom. Experienced teachers know that even though the curriculum is
(ovencrowded. it contains some dead spotstopics that would never be
missed. In fact, the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics Curric-
ulum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics (1989a) suggests
a number of topics that might be skimmed or just mentioned (e.g., the
factoring of quadratic expressions with integral coefficients). There is al-
ways some resistance to eliminating any topic from the curriculum, but
even if topics are not eliminated, teachers can choose to place their em-
phasis on the quality of the problems or exercises to be solved, rather than
on the quantity. It can be more beneficial to solve a single problem many
ways than to solve many problems a single way.

Skillful manipulation of precious instructional time. with an eye toward
the relative importance of individual topics in the curriculum, can allow a
teacher to find time for more classroom discussions or extended investi-
gations. Of course, it is important that key topics in any course be treated
thoroughly and that students be given an adequate opportunity to learn
important material. But our goal should be not so much to cover every
topic, especially since so much of what we cover is forgotten, but rather
to guide and encourage our students to acquire a reasonable level of skill,
confidence, and enjoyment in learning and doing mathematics on their Own
and with their classmates. It is the latter that will ensure not only that
students are less likely to shy away from further study of niathematics,
but also that the foundation will be laid for their pursuit of lifelong learning
that might include mathematics.

Setting Modest Goals: The 10 Percent Solution
Nothing is more frustrating to teachers than to enter class with great
expectations for a grand revolution, only to have their hopes dashed by a
noncooperative, uninspired group of students. Out of such frustration grow
despair and a resistance to try again. Rather than changing everything .at
Once, or expecting instant success, it is wise to start slowly and with modest
hopes. Rather than creating a "high-stakes- situation in which neither you
nor your students will be comfortable, approach the task with a more
experimental attitude. You will probably have to try a new procedure, such
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as problem solving in small groups or having students keep learning logs.
more than once before judging its efficacy. You and your students will have
to become accustomed to a novel element in the environment, and it will
take time to feel comfortable. Sometimes the innovation will simply not
work well in your class. Instead of abandoning it. try to think of ways to
learn from the failure and revise your approach. Colleagues of ours in the
United Kingdom have a phrase they use to describe their attitude toward
classroom innovation of this sort: "Fail fast and fail often!" Their experi-
ence. and ours, suggests that if you keep trying and don't become too
discouraged when things don't go particularly well, or too elated when they
doand expect to fail at least some of the timethe resulting transfor-
mations in the classroom environment and in the quafity of interaction and
learning can be sensational.

Our colleagues in the United Kingdom also speak of the "10 percent
solution"' to classroom innovation. They suggest that it is probably possible
for an average teacher successfully to alter only about 10 percent of class-
room instruction during a school year..This modest goal may serve as a
wise target for many teachers in the United States as well.

To change 10 percent of an instructional program requires that teachers
alter only one class period every two weeks. five minutes of every class
period, or one instructional unit during the year. This small perturbation
means that most teachers could find the time to incorporate more com-
munication and inquiry into their secondary mathematics classes. Although
the 10 percent goal may seem too modest. and the more adventuresome
might wish to go beyond it. all secondary school mathematics teachers will
appreciate the tremendous cumulative effects this approach can have over
several years.

Possible Entry Points

Assuming you are willing to set modest goals and proceed slowly but
persistently to make chan,les in your mathematics classroom to encourage
more communication and inquiry, where should you start? We offer two
suggestions: start with "weak spots." or start with "strong examples.'"

The first suggestion.' is to start at sonne point in the curriculum with
which vou are currently unhappy. .All teachers can identify certain weak
spotstopics for which they are dissatisfied with their teaching and their
students learning. These weak spins constitute ideal targets for innovation.
Since you are already unhappy with the residts when teaching in the
traditional manner. here is a golden opportunity to try something different.
First. give some thought to the desired goals fon the topic. Then consider
the ways in which traditional instruction fails to promote those goals. and
the ways that an innovative approach might be used more successfully.

MN you are ready to bring imimation into your classroom. When vim
begin with a topic you consider a weak spot. you are motivated to change
what vou have been doing, and the chances are good that you will be able
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to make some improvement. Successful innovation may require little more
than altering the form of some of the problems to make them.more open-
ended. thereby inviting more inquiry on the part of the students.

Another strategic approaCh to innovation is to use the great range of
published. high-quality instructional prototypes that might be called strong
examples. Many professional journals and resource books contain examples
of successful lesson prototypes. Articles in journals often suggest wits of
treating traditional topics in nontraditional ways. Although journals and
books may have actual lessons. many teachers will prefer to adapt the
lessons to their own style. Nevertheless. the suggested topics and ap-
proaches can serve as a useful starting point for innovation. Presentations
at workshops and professional meetings may also contain exemplary lesson
material or useful ideas for new approaches to curricular topics. And don't
forget to consider some of your favorite problems. Old chestnuts. like the
chickens-and-rabbits problem used by Mr. Westerman in Chapter 2. can
often serve as starting points. Colleagues are also a useful source of in-
novative ideas and strong examples. Ask your fellow teachers. especially
those whom you respect. what has worked for them. and be prepared to
share your successes (and failures) with them. Communication among
mathematical colleagues is important 6) the enhancement of' the discourse
that you seek to create in your classroom.

A Case in Point: How Mrs. Holmes Got Started

In November of' One school year. Airs. Holmes and her colleague \Ir. Jarvis.
a fellow mathematics teacher at her high school. attended a conference on
mathematics teaching where they participated in a session on problem
solving. Airs. Holmes decided to try one of the problems with her sopho-
more beginning geometry class. Late one Friday a!lernoon. 15 minutes
before the end of the period, she put the following problem on the overhead
projector am; asked her students to think about it:

Eight people attended a business meeting. If everybody shook hands
once with everybody else. how many hamIshakes were exchanged?

Immediately. students began shouting out their answers: "61 and "16"!
Mrs. Holmes said. "No. no! Don't just guess. 'Hiink first!" That stopped
the guessing. but the class quickly fell apart into a series of side conver-
sations. many of which were not related to the problem or even to math-
ematics. Some students began looking at the clock, and others simply
stared out the window. When Al.'s. Holmes asked if anyone had a solution.
she was greeted w it h silence. 'Mercifully. the bell soon rang. and the school
day was over. She was so upset that she forgot to remind the students of
their quiz. on Allinda.

After sch()01. a disappointed Airs. Holmes conferred w ith \Ir. Jarvis w ho
just had a similar experience in his algebra class. Although they were both
dismayed by their students' response. they decided to think about their
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experiences over the weekend and to meet at lunch on Monday to develop
a fresh approach. Over the weekend. Mrs. Holmes looked over the notes
she had taken at the conference. She also read an article on problem
solving in a recent issue of Mathematics Teacher. At lunch on Monday. she
and Mr. Jarvis developed a new approachone that involved some initial
investment of their class time in order to achieve a long-term benefit for
their students.

Recovering from the Opening Fiasco: A Strategic
Approach
Mrs. Holmes devoted the next geometry period entirely to problem solving.
First, she divided the class into random groups of four and had the students
turn their desks around so they were facing each other. She gave each
student a list of problem-solving strategies that she had learned about at
the mathematics conference. The list included such strategies as "Make
a table,- "Look for a pattern.- "Draw a diagram.- "Guess and test.- Act
it out.- "Solve a simpler problem,- and "Examine extreme cases.- She
asked the students to put the list in their notebooks and keep it handy for
easy reference during their proNem-solving activities. She also gave each
student a set of six problems. one of which was the "handshake problem-
from the previous class session. and passed out scratch paper to encourage
students to write and draw their solutions. She told each group to select
three problems and tc; develop a group solution for each. They could use
any of the ideas on the strategy sheet to solve the problems. She let them
know that about 20 minutes before the end of the period they would stop
and talk about the problems. As they worked, she walked around, con-
ferred with students. and answered questionsbut she would not solve
the problems for the students.

The class got to work. It was noisy. There was arguing and laughter.
Mrs Holmes moved around, clarifying questions, giving occasional hints.
and trying to keep the students focused on the task. Studefs would come
up with an answer and demand to know if it was right. Although it was
very hard for her, she would not tell them. She challenged them to find a
way to convince themselves and her that it was correct. Some of the
students found the experience very frustrating. as if' they resented being
asked to think, but most of the students seemed to enjoy the activity once
they got settled into it. At the end of the working time, each group had
correctly solved at least one problem. Some groups had solved all three.

When it came time to discuss the problems, she asked for volunteers.
Kilo solved the handshake problem by drawing a picture (see Figure
below). She then asked if anybody else had solved that problem in a
different manner. Melanie presented her se4ution, which inv(dved making
a table (see Figure 4-2 below). John said that his group had wanted to act
out the problem. but there weren't enough people in the group. So
Mrs. Holmes had eight students come up and go through all the hand-
shakes. Suddenly. the period was over. As the students mere lea% ing.
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Figure 4-1. Kuo's Solution to the Handshake Problem.

Holmes reminded them to keep their work papers in their notebooks. She
feeling much better about her problem-solving adventure than she had

the previous Friday. and she felt that the time she and Mr. Jarvis had spent
in mapping out a strategy had been very worthwhile.

Over the next two weeks, using bits and pieces of leftover class time.
Mrs. Holmes and her students finished discussing the five additional prob-
lems. During this time she reviewed some of the strategies that were less
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Figure 1-2. Melanie's Solution to the Handshake Problem.
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Figure 4-3. Tyrone's Solution to the Handshake Problem.

familiar to her students, like reminding them to -Examine extreme cases.-
The class kept a record of the problem-solving strategies that were used
and discussed. Students noticed that some problems could be solved by
several strategies. and that certain strategies were used more frequently
than others. They began to develop an effective repertoire of strategiet,
that they could use when solving a new problem. If they got stuck. they
would consult their own printed list of strategies or the one that
Mrs. Holmes had enlarged as a poster and bung in the classroom. Mrs.
Holmes was surprised at how long it took to discuss the problems thor-
oughly. but she could see that it was time well spent. Her students were
animated about their problem-solving experiences. and they appeared ea-
ger to share solutions and approaches. Although Mrs. Holmes was some-
what dismayed that the class had fallen behind by a day in the district
pacing schedule. she decided that the enthusiasm of her students more
than ciimpensated for the slight delay.

Mr. Jarvis had also had a successful problem-solving experience with
his elementary algebra class. Now the teachers dilemma was finding a
suitable way to keep the momentum gi)ing. Since they were both reluctant
to spend another entire class period on problem solving. they decided to
start a problem-of-the-week contest. They scoured professional journals.
puzzle books. and other sources to find interesting problems. It was not
always possible to find a problem directly related to the course content
being studied in any given week, but Mrs. Holmes tried to find problems
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with a geometric flavor, and Mr. Jarvis searched for those that might involve
some algebra. Each Monday, the students would find a new problem-of-
the-week on the side board of their classroom. Students were allowed.
actually encouraged, to work collaboratively to solve each problem. Each
Friday. students had an opportunity to present and discuss possible
solutions.

Mrs. Holmes and Mr. Jarvis both tried to integrate their ideas on problem
solving as much as possible into the course content they were teaching.
They would refer to and use various strategies when solving example
problems in class, and they encouraged students to use the strategies
whenever they wanted on their homework exercises. To stimulate discus-
sion about the strategies. they would take some of the routine problems in
the textbook and pose them in a more open-ended way. as Mr. Ruiz did
with the problem in Figure 3-1 and Mrs. Garcia did with her "Tell me
everything you know about a circle- question.

On the Dotted Line: Mrs. Holmes Helps Her Students
Write About Mathematics

In February, Mrs. Holmes decided it was appropriate to put the following
nonroutine problem on a chapter test:

Highways need to be constructed between eight cities so that there is
a highway directly connecting every pair of cities. How many highways
are needed?

To motivate the students, she decided to make it an extra-eredit problem.
worth an extra ten points. She told the students that. in order to get full
credit, they would have to show all their work and explain their solution
fully. The problem was similar to the handshake problem that had been
solved in class, and it was solvable in at least two different ways, using
strategies that were now part of the class repertoire. When Mrs. Holmes
graded the tests, she found that about half the class attempted the extra-
credit problem. and most of these students had the correct numerical
answer, but only three students had provided a complete. correct expla-
nation. Most students had simply written down the answer (usually unla-
beled). A few had shown some of their arithmetic, and a few others had
shown diagrams that they had attempted to draw. Mrs. Holmes discussed
her findings with Mr. Jarvis. who had not yet tried putting a nonroutine
problem (m one of his tests. Together. they decided that although the
students had become quite comfortable in discussing mathematical prob-
lems and solution strategies. their oral fluency might not automatically
transfer to written work. Their students were simply unaccustomed to
writing about mathematical ideas.

Mrs. Holmes. discussed her experience N% it h a fellow mathematics
teacher who had recently attended a district-sponsored workshop on "Writ-
ing Across the (:urriculum.- Mrs. Holmes borrowed the teacher's notes
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from the workshop in order to develop an approach to helping her students
explain their mathematical thinking in writing.

As she had done when she first tried the problem-solving activities,
Mrs. Holmes divided the class into groups. each containing four students.
She distributed two problems and told each group to choose one to discuss
and solve. After a reasonable amount of time, she asked the students to
return to their individual desks and write out the solution to the problem.
A few students greatly resisted this activityimagine writing in a math
class! Especially resistant were the students for whom English was a
second language. She found it helpful to group the limited-English students
together when they shared the same native language. For example, she
paired two Vietnamese students who spoke the same Chinese dialect. At
first, they spoke mostly in Chinese, but gradually they communicated more
in English.

Despite some difficulties and resistance. Mrs. Holmes persisted. and
finally all the students turned in their written solutions. When she evaluated
their written work, Mrs. Holmes made many comments on their papers.
She was very generous in her praise of students attempts to explain their
reasoning, although she did try to make comments that would help them
to do a better job next time. Over the next few weeks, she repeated this
activity a few more times and found that. with additional practice. the
students were less resistant, and that it took less time to complete the
activity. During the remainder of the year. as Mrs. Holmes continued to
put writing problems on her tests, she noticed that the quality of the
students' solutions and the completeness of their explanations gradually
improved. By the end of the course. most of her students had learned to
explain their ideas and approaches in writing, and to identify and clearly
label their answers. Moreover, most of the students came to view written
and oral communication as a natural part of their mathematics class.

Nothing Succeeds Like Success
It was not only the students who learned something about themselves and
mathematical problem solving. By the end of the course. Mrs. Holmes had
developed the courage (which she was quite sure she would never have)
to attack a brand-new problem in front of the class, modeling her thinking
processes as she worked toward the solution. Occasienally..she was unable
to solve a problem completely in one day. and it became, a challenge
problem for everyone to work on overnight. Her students had learned that
not all problems could or should be solved in five minutes or less. and that
it was all right to work on a problem over a period of time. so they were
not troubled by these problem-solving epis((des.

Mrs. Holmes's interest in problem solving also affected her colleagues.
as word of her innovations spread around the school. Other teachers began
to give her problems to solve, hi fact, one of her favorite problems came
from the ,A(ho()I custodian. In December, she and Mr. Jarvis had occasion-
ally met to w((rk (m problems at lunch. Gradually, a colleague or two began
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to join them. By March, an informal problem-solving group evolved which
met at lunch once a week. Problems were shared, discussed, and argued
over. Eventually, the discussions moved beyond the problems to consid-
ering issues in the teaching of mathematics. As her colleagues learned of
the successes of her students and those of Mr. Jarvis, they wanted to get
their own students involved. They met with the principal and planned a
mathematics department in-service program on problem solving and writ-
ing in ---iathematics for the beginning of the next school year. Although
many of Mrs. Holmes's colleagues were somewhat skeptical about investing
a lot of time in correcting students' written work, she was able to convince
them that it would be time well spent, and that students' improved com-
munication skills were worth the investment.

Looking Back: Mrs. Holmes Reflects on the Year

Was the extra time and energy worth it? Mrs. Holmes conducted an anon-
ymous survey and found that the students were quite positive about the
problem-solving experiences they had had during the year. They felt more
confident about themselves as problem solvers and agreed that the problem
solving was an enjoyable and worthwhile addition to the class. Mrs. Holmes
was pleased that more of her students than usual elected to continue in
the college-preparatory mathematics sequence at her school. In her overall
evaluation. Mrs. Holmes decided that she was quite satisfied with her
approach to problem solving and decided to incorporate it in all her classes
the next school year.

As she reflected on the year's experience. Mrs. Holmes also realized
that she had learned to use her class time much more efficiently than
before. If there were a spare minute or two at the end of the period, she
would quickly give the class a problem to solve. However, even with her
efficient use of time. she found that she had to sacrifice a small amount of
the geometry content toward the end of the year. She covered all of the
necessary material. but skipped some of th repetitious proofs during
second-semester geometry. She decided that her students had sufficient
knowledge of geometric proofs, and that it was more important for them
to learn a broader range of thinking and analytic skills that would serve
them well in future mathematics classesand in life. Given the enthusias-
tic response of her students. their increased willingness to grapple with
hard problems and discuss mathematical ideas. and the evidence that they
had learned the important geometry course content very well. sIrs. Holmes
was quite pleased with the results of the year.

Lessons to Be Learned: Further Reflections on
Mrs. Holmes's Experience
Mrs. Holmes's story demonstrates a mimlwr of important points. First. it
really helps to have a colleague. She clearly benefited from her conversa-
tions with Mr. Jarvis, in which he not only provided support and encour-
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agement. but also made substantive suggestions regarding problems. ac-
tivities. and approaches to be used with students. Mrs. Holmes was
determined to teach her students problem solving. but she was also real-
istic. She did not try to change everything about her teaching. Most of
what she did remained very similar to what she had done for years. but
she managed to encourage more inquiry and communication in her class-
room than she ever had before. Mrs. Holmes was also patient and flexible.
She did not expect her students to change immediately, and she was willing
to encourage her students during their slow, steady journey toward their
goal. When things did not go wellwhen she met resistance or failure
she was willing to step back. carefully evaluate the situation. and seek
collegial help before reformulating her approach in order to overcome the
obstacles. She did not hesitate to experiment, and was open to ideas from
many sources. including professional journals, meetings, and her col-
leagues. but she also relied on strong examples and well-known problems,
such as the handshake problem. She experimented with a variety of ap-
proachesgroup work, whole class discussions, open-ended investiga-
tions. writing assignmentsuntil she found the right combination for her-
self and her students. Mrs. Holmes made time for these activities and
learned to use her time and that of her students efficiently and effectively
to derive maximum benefit for her students.

Mrs. Holmes's story illustrates that a mathematics teacher can success-
fully modify instruction to foster increased student inquiry and communi-
cationmaking the mathematics classroom a place for thinking through
mathematic's.
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